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I buy a weekly magazine called "Magic Pot" especially for Nursery & Elementary School. On the pages of this magazine, we
will share tips on how to organize a kindergarten, as well as teach children how to make our homes safe. Today, our team
continues to come up with new ideas. I also ask parents to share their ideas of what they would like to get more attention from
Magic Pot magazine. The Magic Pot features articles on breastfeeding, parenting, interacting with children and pets, and child
development from early childhood to high school. Also, each issue of the magazine includes useful recommendations, memos
for parents and children, stationery for educational activities and much more. No one has the right to dispose of someone else's
property. This legal concept is used legally and is directly related to this issue. We affirm that individuals and legal entities
cannot be owners of other people's property due to the fact that the property itself is alienated (alienated) in favor of their
rightful owner. If we advertise the "magic" pot in magazines, then who will forbid us to sell it? To help parents solve their
problems, we started implementing this idea in different countries. As we have already mentioned, we really want to implement
this idea in Russia as well. AxleOne invites parents to share their experience of interacting with a kindergarten or other
institutions. Reviews can be sent by email to AxleyON@axleone.com. And also you can place our banner on your website or
blog, if you think it's convenient. To take part in the competition, you need: â€¢\\tsend us a review of any of our issues (at least
5000 characters with spaces); â€¢ send the full address of the page on the Internet (website, blog, email), link to the article and
contact information; â€¢ contact us by e-mail or fax. The review should be short, but capacious. For example: â€¢ Stated
problem â€¢What would you like to change â€¢ Briefly about the essence of the publication â€¢ Suggestions for
improvement. In order to become a participant in the competition, be sure to read this article. Attention! Please remember that
we will not answer questions about your experience with kindergartens. In the case of publishing stories, letters and reviews, our
company gives each author a bonus of 5,000 rubles. Summing
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